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Abstract. If ft is a type II. W-* algebra on separable Hubert

space H, ft is spatially isomorphic to(&®B(K),(& of type IL, K

a separable Hubert space. If ft(X) are the factors in the direct inte-

gral decomposition of ft, the set£= ¡X|ft(X) has property L\ is

/i-measurable, and ft has property L iff p(A — £) =0.

Let ft be a W-* algebra on a separable Hubert space H; ft has a

direct integral decomposition into factors given by

ft =   f © a(X)u(d\).

Our aim is to extend [8, Theorems 4.2 and 4.3] to algebras ft of type

II«,, i.e. to algebras such that ft(X) is type II» jit-a.e. We do this by

giving a tensor product decomposition for such algebras and applying

to this recent work of M. Glaser [5]. The author wishes to thank

M. Glaser for making this work available.

We shall use the following notation and general results in this

paper (for definitions and proofs see [8]). K denotes the underlying

separable Hubert space of H. For a fixed sequence {x,-} dense in the

unit ball of K, define metrics di and d2 on B(K) which induce respec-

tively the strong and weak operator topologies on bounded subsets of

B(K) [7, Lemmas 1.4.8 and 1.4.9]. Let M(A)=di(A, 0) and W(A)
= d2(A, 0). Then a bounded sequence AnEB(K) converges strongly

(weakly) to 0 iff M(A„)->0 (W(An)->0).
Let [A,B]=AB-BA, and let M(A, B) denote M([A,B]). Let S

denote the unit ball of B(K), furnished with the strong-* topology.

Finally, let B„ E ft be a sequence in the unit ball of ft such that P„(X)

is strong-* dense in the unit ball of ft(X) u-a.e. [8, Lemma 1.5]. We

may assume that Pn(X) is strong-* continuous in X (see remark follow-

ing [8, Lemma 2.2]).

The following simple lemma is very useful to us.
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Lemma 1. Let ^4nGß be a bounded sequence. If An—>0 strongly

(weakly) then there is a subsequence Ank such that Ank(K)—»0 strongly

iweakly) a-a.e.

Proof. By [7, Lemma 1.3.6] and the definition of MiyV) we

know that MiAn()i))-*0 (IF(^4„(X))—>0) in ju-measure. Hence, by [4,

Corollary III.6.13] there is a subsequence Ank for which this result

holds /u-a.e.    Q.E.D.
We next introduce a generalization of the definition of central

sequence given in [3]. Z denotes the center of Q, henceforth.

Definition 2. Let AnEGL he a bounded sequence. An is central if

[An, A ]—»0 strongly for all A G ö. An is trivial if there is a bounded

sequence Z„GZ such that An — Zn—>0 strongly. An is totally nontrivial

if for each subsequence Ank and each nonzero projection EGZ the

sequence EA„kE is not trivial. If 5„GCt is another bounded sequence

and ^4n — Bn—*0, then we say that A „ and 5„ are equivalent.

In terms of central sequences we define Pukanszky's property L

[6].
Definition 3. a has property L if there is a unitary central

sequence i/nGö such that Z7„—»0 weakly.

A sequence demonstrating property L will be called an L sequence

for short. We shall soon show that an L sequence contains a totally

nontrivial subsequence; thus property L implies the existence of a

totally non trivial central sequence (t.n.t.c.s.). First we need a pre-

liminary lemma. We use | 12 henceforth to denote the trace norm on

a if a is type IL [8, Definition 2.6].

Lemma 4. Let A„E(i- If A„Qi) is central p.-a.e., then An is central.

If a is type Hi, then if An is central there is a subsequence Ank such that

Ank(K) is central u-a.e.

Proof. If An(K) is central u-a.e., given BE& we have

M(AnÇK), J3(X))->0 p-a.e. By [4, Corollary III.6.13] this implies
MiAni}-), BQi))—*Q in /¿-measure, whence [An, 5]—>0 strongly by

[7, Lemma 1.3.6]. Hence An is central.

If « is IL, note that ,4„(A) is central in ß(X) iff | [A„(K), 5y(X)]|2-»0

for each j= 1, 2, • • • . Since A„ is central, for each j we have [An, B¡]

—*0 strongly, whence there is a subsequence Ank such that

MiAnkiX), Bj(\))—>0 u-a.e. by Lemma 1 and the Cantor diagonal

process. Hence | [AnkÇK), B}(k)]\2—»0 u-a.e. by [8, Lemma 2.12].

Q.E.D.

Lemma 5. An L sequence contains a t.n.t. subsequence.
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Proof. If t/„£ft ¡s an L sequence, we may assume by Lemma 1

that UnÇk)—*0 weakly u-a.e. Note that if ZnEZ is a bounded se-

quence, then by weak compactness we may assume a subsequence

(again called Z„) converges weakly to ZEZ; since Z„(X) = z„(X)7 for a

bounded /¿-measurable function, it follows that Zn—*Z strongly. Thus

if P£Z is a projection such that EUnE — Zn—>0 strongly, we may

assume that for all X such that P(X)=7 we have t/„(X)—>z(\)I

strongly. Thus for such X we have Z(X) = 0, whence we get a con-

tradiction since the U„ are unitary. Thus P = 0.    Q.E.D.

Now let ft be of type Hi until further comment, and let A „Ed be a

fixed bounded sequence. We may assume that A„(\) is strong-*

continuous in X (see remark following [8, Lemma 2.2]).

Lemma 6. The set N= {X|-i4„(X) is trivial} is u-measurable.

Proof. ^4„(X) is trivial iff |^„(X)— trx(An(\))l\2—»0. If we define,

for integers/, k, the sets

E(j, k) = {\ | \An(\) - trx(A„(X))/|2 g 1/j, » = k, k + 1, • • • },

then N=f\fLi U^-i l~C=t E(j, m). Each E(j, k) is closed (see [8,
Lemma 3.4]), whence A is/¿-measurable. Q.E.D.

Proposition 7. ft has a t.n.t.c.s. iff ft (X) has a t.n.t.c.s. ß-a.e.

Proof. If ft(X) has a t.n.t.c.s. ß-a.e. then ft(X) has property V [2,

Proposition 1.10] and hence property L [9, Theorem 3] ß-a.e. By

[8, Theorem 4.3 ] ft has property L, and the result follows from Lemma

5. Conversely, if ^4„Eft is a t.n.t.c.s., we may assume by Lemma

4 that ^4„(X) is central ß-a.e. If p(N)>0, where N is as in Lemma

6, then P£Z such that P(X)=/(X)J, / the characteristic function of

N, is a projection such that P^O and EAnE is trivial. Hence/t(A) =0

and the result follows.    Q.E.D.

Corollary 8. ft has a t.n.t.c.s. iff ft has property L.

We next turn our attention to algebras of type II«,. We begin by

proving a structure theorem patterned on [7, Theorem II.2.22].

Theorem 9. If ft is type II«, then ft is spatially isomorphic to

($>®B(J), where (S> is type IL and J is a separable Hubert space.

Proof. It suffices to demonstrate the existence of a sequence of

equivalent, finite, mutually orthogonal projections Pre£ft such that

7= yir.i En and to apply the argument of [7, pp. 104-105]. We

produce this sequence as follows. Let S"3 denote the Cartesian product

of countably many copies of S. SK is a separable metric space with
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respect to the product metric arising from the strong-* topology. Let

T= {xEK\ |x| =1}. For positive integers j, k, define the subset

E(j, k) oí AXSa,XSKXT as the set of (X, Fn, Vn, x) satisfying the

following conditions:

(1) Fn, F,ea(X),» = i,2,
(2) Fn = F2n = F*n,n = l,2,

(3) Fi= VnV*, Fn= V*Vn,n = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ .

(4) FnFm = FmFn = 0, m^n, m,n = l,2, - - ■ .

(5) Fix = x.

(6) ((FiBmQi)Fi)(FiBn(\)Fi)x, x) = ((FiBn(K)Fi)(FiBmÇK)Fi)x, x),
m, »= 1, 2, • • • .

(7) MV-JS-iFUZl/j.
Let R = 0jLiUt-iE(j, k), and let t denote the projection of

AXS^XS^XTonto A. It follows from [7, Lemma III.1.7] and the

known structure of type II«, factors that A differs by a /¿-null set from

tt(R). Hence by [7, Lemma 1.4.7] there exist /¿-measurable functions

FnQi), V„(X), and x(X) defined /x-a.e. such that (X, Fn(K), F„(X), x(X))

ER u-a.e. If we put £»=/i0i7»(A)lu(A) and recall that FiÇK) (and

hence each FnQi)) is finite by [7, Lemma III.1.7], and that 2~ln=i En

= /by [7, Lemma 1.3.6], we are done.    Q.E.D.

We now apply Theorem 9 to extend [8, Theorems 4.2 and 4.3] to a

of type IIM. We remark that [8, Theorem 4.3] should be stated as "if

and only if", and we use this in our proof.

Theorem 10. Let Ct be of type llx. Then £ = {X| Ct(X) has property

L} is Li-measurable, and a has property L iff it(£') = 0, where £' = A — £.

Proof. By Theorem 9, a is spatially isomorphic to (&®BiJ),

where 03 is of type Hi. By [l, Proposition II.3.3] and [7, Theorem

1.6.1] we may assume that a(X) =03(X)®5(J), where 03 =

/a05(X)M(¿X).
Note that a bounded sequence equivalent to t.n.t.c.s. is also

t.n.t.c.s. Glaser has proved that if ^1„G03(X) <S> BiJ) is central, then An

is equivalent to a sequence Bn®I such that \Bn\ ^ \A„\ [5, Lemma

4.3]. Conversely, if 5„G03(X) is central, then Bn®I is central [5,

Theorem 5.5]. By these results, Lemma 5, and the initial part of the

proof of Proposition 7, we see that £= {X|o3(X) has property L},

whose measurability is proved in [8, Theorem 4.2].

Suppose next that a has property L. Then a and therefore 03 has a

t.n.t.c.s. [5, Lemma 4.3]. Hence /*(£') =0 by Corollary 8 and [8,

Theorem 4.3]. Conversely, suppose /*(£') =0. Then a(X) and hence

03(X) has a t.n.t.c.s. u-a.e. Hence 03 has property L, and so by Lemma

4 there is an L sequence i/„Gû3 such that Z7„(X) is central in Û3(X)
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ß-a.e. Hence, Un® lis central in ft by the result of Glaser and Lemma

4. It is then clear that ft has property L.    Q.E.D.

We remark in conclusion that, except for [8, Theorems 4.6 and

4.7], there are no results of this type known for type III algebras.
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